Revisionary Questions (Practicals) for Nov.’13 Examinations
(Advanced Management Accounting – Costing & O.R.)

(These questions covers majority concepts-Hence are very important)
(N.B.: Nothing in this world can act as a replacement of full course, so you shall refer these questions
only as revision & shall attempt them only after going through full course in detail. We take no
responsibility for uncertain trend of real exam)

Question 1: Entertain U Ltd hires an air–conditioned theatre to stage plays on week–end evenings. One
play is staged per evening. The following are the seating arrangements:
• VIP Rows – the first 3 rows of 30 seats per row, priced at ` 320 per Seat.
• Middle Level – the next 18 rows of 20 seats per row, priced at ` 220 per Seat.
• Last Level – 6 rows of 30 seats per row, priced at ` 120 per Seat.
For each evening, a Drama Troupe has to be hired at ` 71,000, Rent has to be paid for the Theatre at `
14,000 per Evening and Air Conditioning and other Stage Arrangement Charges work out to ` 7,400 per
Evening. Every time a play is staged, the Drama Troupe’s friends and guests occupy the first row of the
VIP Class, free of charge, by virtue of passes granted to these guests. The Troupe ensures that 50% of the
remaining seats of the VIP Class and 50% of the seats of the other two classes are sold to outsiders in
advance, and the money is passed on to Entertain U. The Troupe also finds for every evening, a Sponsor
who puts up his Advertisement Banner near the stage and pays Entertain U a sum of ` 9,000 per evening.
Entertain U supplies snacks during the interval free of charge to all the guests in the hall, including the
VIP Free Guests. The Snacks Cost Entertain U ` 20 per person. Entertain U sells the remaining tickets and
observes that for every one seat demanded from the Last Level, there are 3 seats demanded from the
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Middle Level and 1 seat demanded from the VIP Level. You may assume that in case any level is filled,
the Visitor buys the next higher or lower level, subject to availability.
Required:
1. You are required to calculate the number of seats that Entertain U has to sell in order to break–even
and give the category–wise total seat occupancy at BEP.
2. Instead of the given pattern of demand, if Entertain U finds that the demand for VIP, Middle and Last
Level is in the ratio 2:2:5, how many seats in each category will Entertain U have to sell in order to break–
even?
[Ans.: (i) 30, 90 & 30 seats; (ii) 30, 60 & 90 seats]
Question 2: Ezee Ltd makes two products, E and Z. All units produced are sold. There is no inventory
build up. Production facilities may be used interchangeably for both the products. Sales units are the
limiting factor. The following information is given:
Present level
E
25

Contribution `/u
Fixed Cost `
Sales units (nos.)

3,000

Z
20
2,000

Total

Proposed
increase
Total

46,000
5,000

47,500
4,000

For increase in quantities above 4,000 units for each product, there will be an increase in variable selling
costs, (for the increased portion only), thereby reducing the contribution per unit to the following figures:
Units
4001-5000
5001-6000
Above 6000

Contribution per unit (`)
E
Z
20
15
15
10
No sales possible

i.

For the present level, find the break-even point with the present product mix.

ii.

What is the minimum number of incremental units to be sold to recover the additional fixed cost of
`47,500 to be incurred? (Present product mix need not be maintained):

iii.

If you are allowed to choose the best product mix for the incremental level, (while taking the
present mix given in the first table above for the present level), what would be the individual
product quantities and the corresponding total contributions, the total average contribution per
unit and the total profits for the complete production?

[Ans.: (a) 1200, 800; (b) Alt. I: 1000 & 1125; Alt. II: 2000 & 125; (c) 22.22 & 106500]
Question 3: Happy Holidays Company contracts to take children on excursion trips. Relevant
information for a proposed excursion trip is given below:
`
Revenue per trip per child
4000
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Expenses that have to be incurred:
Train fare per child per trip
Meals per child per trip
Craft Materials per child per trip
Room Rent per trip (4 children can be
accommodated in a room)
Local Transport at picnic spots (per vehicle)
(Each vehicle can seat 6 children excluding the driver)
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1700
300
600
760
1200

Fixed costs that are required to be covered in a trip ` 5,18,130
Find the minimum number of children to cross the break-even point and start earning a profit.
[Ans.: 514 children]
Question 4: Ret Ltd., a retail store buys computers from Comp Ltd. and sells them in retail. Comp Ltd.
pays Ret Ltd. a commission of 10% on the selling price at which Ret sells to the outside market. This
commission is paid at the end of the month in which Ret Ltd. submits a bill for the commission. Ret Ltd.
sells the computers to its customers at its store at `30,000 per piece. Comp Ltd. has a policy of not taking
back computers once dispatched from its factory. Comp Ltd. sells a minimum of 100 computers to its
customers.
Comp Ltd. charges prices to Ret Ltd. as follows:
`29,000 per unit, for order quantity 100 units to 140 units.
`26,000 per unit, for the entire order, if the quantity is 141 to 200 units. Ret Ltd. cannot order less than 100
or more than 200 units from Comp Ltd.
Due to the economic recession, Ret Ltd. will be forced to offer as a free gift, a digital camera costing it
`4,500 per piece, which is compatible with the computer. These cameras are sold by another Co., Photo
Ltd. only in boxes, where each box contains 50 units. Ret Ltd. can order the cameras only in boxes and
these cameras cannot be sold without the computer.
In its own store, Ret Ltd. can sell 110 units of the computer. At another far of location, Ret Ltd. can sell
upto 80 units of the computer (along with its free camera), provided it is willing to spend `5,000 per unit
on shipping costs. In this market also, the selling price that each unit will fetch is `30,000 per unit.
You are required to:
(i)
(ii)

State what is Ret's best strategy along with supporting calculations.
Compute the break-even point in units, considering only the above costs.

[Ans.: Buy 150 units from Company Ltd & sell 110 at store & 40 outside; (ii) 175 units.]
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Question 5: A company manufactures several products of varying levels of designs and models. It uses a
single overhead recovery rate based on direct labour hours. The overheads incurred by the company in
the half of the year are as under:
Machine operation expenses
Machine maintenance expenses
Salaries of technical staff
Wages and salaries of stores staff

`
10,12,500
1,87,500
6,37,500
2,62,500

During this period, the company introduced activity based costing system and the following significant
activities were identified:
- receiving materials and components
- set up of machines for production runs
- quality inspection.
It is determined that:
- The machine operation and machine maintenance expenses should be apportioned between stores and
production activity in 20:80 ratio.
- The technical staff salaries should be apportioned between machine maintenance, set up and quality
inspection in 30:40:30 ratio.
The consumption of activities during the period under review are as under:
Direct labour hours worked
Direct wage rate `6 per hour
Production set-ups
Material and component consignments received from suppliers
Number of quality inspections carried out

40,000
2,040
1,960
1,280

The data relating to two products manufactured by the company during the period are as under:
Products

Direct materials costs
Direct labour hours
Direct material consignments received
Production runs
Number of quality inspections done
Quantity produced (units)

P
`6,000
960
48
36
30
15,000

Q
4,000
100
52
24
10
5,000

A potential customer has approached the company for the supply of 24,000 units of a component K to be
delivered in lots of 3,000 units per quarter. The job will involve an initial design cost of `60,000 and the
manufacture will involve the following per quarter:
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Direct materials costs
Direct labour hours
Production runs
Inspections
Number of consignments of direct materials to be received

`12,000
300
6
24
20

The company desires a mark up of 25% on cost.
Required:
(i) Calculate the cost of product P and Q based on the existing system of single overhead recovery rate.
(ii) Determine the cost of product P and Q using activity based costing system.
(iii) Compute the sales value per quarter of component K using activity based costing system.
[Ans.:
(i) Cost per unit (`)
(ii) Cost per unit (`)
(iii) Selling price per unit of K is `14.34]

Product P
4.144
3.58

Product Q
1.97
7.31

Question 6: X Ltd. is engaged in the production of four products: A, B, C and D. The price charged for
the four products are `180, `175, `130 and `180 respectively. Market research has indicated that if X Ltd
can reduce the selling prices of its products by `5, it will be successful in getting bulk orders and gain a
significant share of market of those products. The company's profit markup is 25 per cent on cost of the
product. The relevant information of products are as follows:
Products
Output in units
Cost per unit:
Direct material (in `)
Direct labour (in `)
Machine hours (per unit)

A
600

B
500

C
400

D
600

40
28
4

50
21
3

30
14
2

60
21
3

The four products are usually produced in production runs of 20 units and sold in batches of 10 units.
The production overhead is currently absorbed by using a machine hour rate, and the total of the
production overheads for the period has been analysed as follows:
(`)
Machine department costs
52,130
Setup costs
26,250
Stores receiving
18,000
Inspection/Quality control
10,500
Material handling and dispatch
23,100
For any AMA-Costing & O.R. related query, feel free to mail at paraggupta@paraggupta.com.
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The cost drivers to be used for the overhead costs are as follows:
Cost
Cost drivers
Setup costs
Number of production runs
Store receiving
Requisitions raised
Inspection/Quality control
Number of production runs
Materials handling and dispatch
Order executed
The number of requisitions raised in the stores was 100 for each product and the number of orders
executed was 210, each order being for a batch of 10 units of a product.
You are required :
i)
To compute the target cost for each product.
ii)
To compute total cost of each product using activity based costing.
Compare target cost and activity based cost of each product and comment whether the price reduction is
profitable or not.
[Ans.: (a) Target Cost: 140, 136, 100, 140; (b) Total Cost as per ABC: 81648, 66280, 39904, 84636]
Question 7: The manager of a hotel providing lodging facilities wants to expand his services to include
manual booking (reservation or cancellation) of railway tickets for his clients. He does not want to have
electronic booking due to operational difficulty. He has the following information:(`)/ month
Proportion of rent allocated for office space
4,000
General Telephone expenses allocated to this service
2,400
Proportion of security charges/ maintenance expenses allocated
1,600
Salary to person exclusively doing the booking of tickets
20,000
Mobile phone charges exclusive to person booking ticket
3,000
Share of general miscellaneous fixed expenses allocated
1,000
Conveyance incurred to book tickets (to and fro charges to the nearest
4,000
booking station)[fixed per month]
The manager estimates that there will be 2,500 bookings per month for 3 months of peak season, 1,000
bookings per month for 2 months of moderate business and 700 bookings per month during the
remaining period. He cannot charge more than the prevailing rate of `30 per booking charged by other
agents.
Calculate the total cost per booking.
What is the estimated profit the manager hopes to achieve for the full year?
What should be the average minimum volume to justify the setting up of the new service?
(Detailed break-up of monthly revenues or costs is not essential.)
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[Ans.: Total cost: `4,32,000; Total cost per booking `30; Estimated Profit: Nil; Average Minimum Volume:
10800 p.a. (i.e. 900 p.m.)]
Question 8:
The following information relates to a manufacturing concern
Standard

(`)

Material A 24,000 kgs @ `3 per kg
Material B 12,000 kgs @ `4 per kg

72,000

Wages 60,000 hours @ `4 per hour
Variable overheads 60,000 hours @ Re. 1 per hour

2,40,000
60,000

Fixed overheads 60,000 hours @ `2 per hour

1,20,000

Total cost

5,40,000

48,000

Budgeted profit
Budgeted sales
Budgeted production (units)

60,000
6,00,000
12,000

Actual
Sales (9,000 units)
Material A consumed 22,275 kgs.

(`)
4,57,500
62,370
44,649

Material B consumed 10,890 kgs
Wages paid (48,000 hours)

1,91,250

Fixed overhead

1,20,900

Variable overhead

45,000

Labour hours worked

47,700

Closing work in progress

900 units

Degree of completion
Material A and B
Wages and overheads

100%
50%

You are required to:
i)
ii)

Calculate all the material and labour variances.
Calculate variable overhead expenditure and efficiency variances, fixed overhead expenditure and
volume variances and sales price and sales volume variances.

[Ans.: Material price variance `3366(F); Material cost variance `8019(A); Material usage
`11385(A); Material Yield Variance = 11550(A); Material Mix Variance = 165(F); Labour cost
`2250(A); Labour efficiency variable `1800(A); Labour rate variance `750(F); Labour Idle time
`1200(A); Variable overhead expenditure variance `2700(F); Variable overhead efficiency
For any AMA-Costing & O.R. related query, feel free to mail at paraggupta@paraggupta.com.
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`450(A); Fixed overhead expenditure variance `900(A); Fixed overhead volume variance `25500(A); Sales
price variance `7500(F); Sales volume variance `150000(A)]
Question 9: The following data have been obtained from the records of a machine shop for an average
month:
Budget:
No. of working days
Working hours per day
No. of direct workers
Efficiency

25
8
16
One standard hour per clock
hour
Down time
20%
Overheads
Fixed
`15,360
Variable
`20,480
The actual data for the month of September 1985 are as follows :
Overhead
Fixed
`16,500
Variable
`14,500
Net operator hours worked
1920
Standard hours produced
2112
There was a special holiday in September 1985.
Required to present reports to Departmental manager:
(i) Calculate efficiency, activity, calendar and standard capacity usages & actual capacity utilization ratio.
(ii) Setting out the analysis of variances.
Question 10: C Preserves produces Jams, Marmalade and Preserves. All the products are produced
in a similar fashion; the fruits are cooked at low temperature in a vacuum process and then blended
with glucose syrup with added citric acid and pectin to help setting
Margins are tight and the firm operates, a system of standard costing for each batch of Jam.
The standard cost data for a batch of raspberry jam are
Fruits extract
Glucose syrup
Pectin
Citric acid
Labour
Standard processing loss 3%.

400 kgs @ `16 per kg.
700 kgs @ `10 per kg.
99 kgs. @ 33.2 per kg.
1 kg at `200 per kg.
18 hours @ `32.50 per hour.

The climate conditions proved disastrous for the raspberry crop. As a consequence, normal prices in
the trade were `19 per kg for fruits abstract although good buying could achieve some savings. The
impact of exchange rates for imported sugar plus the minimum price fixed for sugarcane, caused the
For any AMA-Costing & O.R. related query, feel free to mail at paraggupta@paraggupta.com.
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price of syrup to increase by 20%.
Fruit extract
Glucose syrup
Pectin
Citric aid
Labour

428 Kgs at `18 Per Kg .
742 Kgs at `12 per Kg .
125 Kgs at `32.8 per Kg .
1 Kgs at `95 per Kg .
20 hrs at `30 per hour .

Actual output was 1,164 kgs of raspberry jam.
You are required to:
(i) Calculate the ingredients planning variances that are deemed uncontrollable.
(ii) Calculate the ingredients operating variances that are deemed controllable.
(iii) Calculate the mixture and yield variances.
(iv) Calculate the total variances for the batch.
[Ans.: (1) Total `2,600(Adverse), (2) Total `1,316.2(adverse) Price variance 583(F), Usage variance 583 (F)
Usage variance 1,899.2 (A) (3) Total 340.3 (A) Yield variance 1558.9 (A), Labour operating variance 15 (A)
, (5) Total variance 3931.2 (A)]
Question 11: X uses traditional standard costing system. The inspection and setup costs are actually `
1,760 against a budget of ` 2,000.
ABC system is being implemented and accordingly, the number of batches is identified as the cost driver
for inspection and setup costs. The budgeted production is 10,000 units in batches of 1,000 units, whereas
actually, 8,800 units were produced in 11 batches.
(i) Find the volume and total fixed overhead variance under the traditional standard costing system.
(ii) Find the total fixed overhead cost variance under the ABC system.
[Ans: (i) 240 (A) & Nil; (ii) 40 (F)]
Question 12: The following information relates to labour of X Ltd.:
Type of Labour

No. of workers in standard gang
Standard rate per hours (`)
No. of workers in actual gang
Actual rate per hour (`)

Skilled

Semi
Skilled

Un-skilled

4
6

3
3

2
1

7

2

2

Total

9
9
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In a 40 hour week, the gang produced 270 standard hours.
The actual number of semi-skilled workers is two times the actual number of unskilled workers.
The rate variance of semi-skilled workers is Rs. 160 (F).
Find the following:
(i)
The number of workers in each category
(ii) Total gang variance
(iii) Total sub-efficiency variance
(iv) Total labour rate variance
(v) Total labour cost variance
[Ans.: (1) 3, 4 & 2 (2) `120(A) (3) `350(A) (4) `40 (5) `270]
Question 13: A company, which uses standard marginal costing, furnishes the following details relating
to a single product manufacturing and sold in a quarter:

Sale units
Sales
Direct materials
Direct labour
Variable overheads
Total variable costs

Budget
6,000
(`’000)
1500
240
360
600
1200

Actual
6,400
(`’000)
1696
270
416
648
1,334

The sales budget is based on the expectation of the company’s estimate of market share of 12%. The
market report reveals that the actual sales of the product in the whole country for the quarter is 60,000
units.
Further data are given as under:
Standard
Actual
Direct material price per Kg.
`8
`7.50
Direct labour rate per hour
`6
`6.40
Required:
i) Compute the following variances for the quarter :
Gross margin sales volume variance
Market size variance
Market share variance
.
Sales price variance
Direct materials usage and price variance
For any AMA-Costing & O.R. related query, feel free to mail at paraggupta@paraggupta.com.
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Direct labour efficiency and rate variances
Variable overheads efficiency and expense variances.
ii) Prepare an operating statement reconciling the budgeted contribution with actual contribution.
[Ans.: (a) Market size variance `60,000(F) , (b) Market share variance `40,000(A), (c) Gross margin sales
volume variance `20,000(F) , (d) Gross margin sales price variance `96,000(F), (e) Direct material usage
variance `32000(A), Direct Material Price variance `18,000(F), (f) Direct labour efficiency variance
`6,000(A) , Direct labour rate variance `26,000(A), (g) Variance overhead efficiency variance `10,000(A),
Variable overhead expense variance `2,000(F) ; (2) Total actual contribution `3,62,000.]
Question 14: The working results of a company for two corresponding years are shown below:
Year 1
Year 2
`in lakhs
`in lakhs
Sales

1,200

1,540

Direct Material

600

648

Direct Wages and Variable Overheads

360

412

Fixed Overheads

160

300

1,120
80

1,360
180

Profit

In year 2, there has been an increase in the selling price by 10%. Following are the details of material
consumption and utilization of direct labour hours during the two years.

Direct Material Consumption in m/t
Direct Labour Hours

Year 1

Year 2

5,00,000

5,40,000

75,00,000

80,00,000

You are required to :
(i) Keeping year 1 as base year, analyse the results of year 2 and work out the amount which each
factor has contributed to change in profit.
(ii) Find out the break even sales for both years.
(iii) Calculate the percentage increase in selling price that would be needed over the sale value of year
2 to earn a margin of safety of 45%.
[Ans.: (ii) BES: Yr. 1- `800 Lacs; Yr. 2- `962.50 Lacs (iii) 4.25%]
Question 15: Super Forging Ltd. is manufacturing three household products A, B and C and selling them
in competitive market. Details of current demand, selling price and cost structure are given below:
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A
10000
20

B
12000
16

C
20000
10

6
3
2
5

4
3
1
4

2
1.50
1
2

The company is frequently affected by acute scarcity of raw material and high labour turnover. During the
next period it is expected to have one of the following situations:
(a) Raw materials available will be only 12100 kg.
(b) Direct labour hours available will be only 5000 hrs.
(c) It may be possible to increase sales of any one product by 25% without any additional fixed costs
but by spending `20000 on advertisement. There will be no shortage of materials or labour.
Suggest the best production plan in each case and the resultant profit that the company would earn
according to your suggestion.
[Ans.: Net Profit (a) 117500 (b) 102000 (c) 165500]
Question 16: Bloom Ltd. makes 3 products, A, B and C. The following information is available:
(Figures in Rupees per unit)
A
B
C
Selling price (peak-season)
550
630
690
Selling price (off-season)
550
604
690
Material cost
230
260
290
Labour (peak-season)
110
120
150
Labour (off-season)
100
99
149
Variable production overhead
100
120
130
Variable selling overhead
(only for peak-season)
10
20
15
Labour hours required for one unit of
production
8
11
7 (hours)
Material cost and variable production overheads are the same for the peak-season and off-season.
Variable selling overheads are not incurred in the off-season. Fixed costs amount to `26,780 for each
season, of which `2,000 is towards salary for special technician, incurred only for product B, and `4,780 is
the amount that will be incurred on after-sales warranty and free maintenance of only product C, to
match competition.
Labour force can be interchangeably used for all the products. During peak-season, there is labour
shortage and the maximum labour hours available are 1,617 hours. During off-season, labour is freely
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available, but demand is limited to 100 units of A, 115 units of B and 135 units of C, with production
facility being limited to 215 units for A, B and C put together.
You are required to:
(i) Advise the company about the best product mix during peak-season for maximum profit.
(ii) What will be the maximum profit for the off-season?
[Ans.; (i) Best strategy for peak-season is to produce 202 units of A. (ii) Maximum profit for off-season
`4,375.]
Question 17: ZED Ltd. manufactures two products P and Q and sells them at `215 and `320 per unit
respectively. The variable costs per unit are as under:
Product – P
`

Product - Q
`

Raw materials:
Material – X

22.00

28.00

Material – Y

8.00

32.00

Department – A

36.00

54.00

Department – B

18.00

36.00

Department – C

54.00

---

Department – D

---

72.00

23.00

14.30

Direct wages (` 6 per labour hour):

Variable overheads

The company procures raw materials against import Licence. The company operates at single shift a day
of 8 hours for 300 days in a year. The number of workmen engaged are 30, 16, 18 and 24 in departments
A, B, C and D respectively. Neither the workers are subject to transfer from one department to another
nor any new recruitment is possible at present. Fixed costs are ` 12,000 per month.
You are required to find out the following:
(a) the product – mix to yield maximum profit.
(b) The most profitable product if only one product is to be manufactured. Whether the answer
will differ if Licence to import raw materials is released only for `1,80,000.
[Ans.: (a) P-4800 units & Q-4000 units; (b) (i) Q (ii) Yes]
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Question 18: ABC Ltd makes and sells two products A and B, each of which passes through the same
automated production operations. The following estimated information is available for period 1
(i) Product unit data:
Direct material cost (`)

A
2

B
40

Variable production overhead cost (`)

28

4

0.25

0.15

Overall hours per product unit (hrs)

(ii) Production/ sales of products A and B are 1,20,000 units and 45,000 units respectively. The selling
prices per unit for A and B are `60 and `70 respectively.
(iii) Maximum demand for each product is 20% above the estimated sales levels.
(iv) Total fixed production overhead cost is `14,70,000. This is absorbed by products A and B at an
average rate per hour based on the estimated production levels.
Required:
(a) Using net profit as the decision measure, show why the management of ABC Ltd argues that it is
indifferent on financial grounds as to the mix of products A and B which should be produced and sold
and calculate the total net profit for period 1.
(b) One of the production operations has a maximum capacity of 3,075 hours which has been identified as
a bottleneck which limits the overall production/ sales of products A and B. The bottleneck hours
required per product unit for product A and B are 0.02 and 0.015 respectively.
All other information detailed in (a) still applies.
Required: Calculate the mix (units) of products A and B which will maximize net profit and the value (`)
of the maximum net profit.
(c) The bottleneck situation detailed in (b) still applies. ABC Ltd has decided to determine the profit
maximizing mix of products A and B based on the throughput accounting principle of maximizing the
throughput return per production hour of the bottleneck resource. This may be measured as:
Throughput return per production hour =

(selling price - material cost)
Bottleneck hours per unit

All other information detailed in (a) and (b) still applies, except that the variable overhead cost as per (a)
is now considered to be fixed for the short/intermediate term, based on the value (`) which applied to the
product mix in (a).
Calculate the mix (units) of products A and B which will maximize net profit and the value of that net
profit.
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[Ans.: (a) Profit per unit = `20 under both the products (b) Profit: `3331500; (c) A: 144000 units, B: 13000
units; Net profit: `3732000]
[Note: Assumed that variable overheads (e.g. Direct labour) are fixed in short term. They are derived
from part (a) as {120000×28 + 45000×4}]
Question 19: H Ltd. manufactures three products. The material cost, selling price and bottleneck resource
details per unit area s follows :

Selling price (`)
Material and other variable cost (`)
Bottleneck resource time (minutes)

Product X
66
24
15

Product Y
75
30
15

Product Z
90
40
20

Budgeted factory costs for the period are `2,21,600. The bottleneck resources time available is 75120
minutes per period.
Required:
(i) Company adopted throughput accounting and products are ranked according to 'product return per
minute'. Select the highest rank product.
(ii) Calculate throughput accounting ratio and comment on it.
[Ans.: (i) Y; (ii) 0.95; 1.02; 0.85]
Question 20: ZED Ltd. manufactures three types of products, A,B and C and markets them at `450, `550
and `650 per unit respectively. The current ratio of sales in quantity of A, B and C is 1: 2: 4.
Relevant Data of A, B, and C (per unit)
Product
Quantity of parts required therein
Labour hours
Variable
Overheads
`
Frame
E
F
G
Skill
Unskilled
A
B
C

1
1
1

10
2
6

2
14
10

8
10
2

6
4
3

8
6
6

9
11
7

The present purchase price per part is `45, `15, `15 and `5 for frame, E, F and G respectively. The wage
rate per hour for skilled and unskilled workers is `6 and `5 respectively.
The opening stocks are as on 1.11.1995 stood at 500, 1,000, 3,000, 1,500, 1,000, 20,000 and 10,000
respectively for A,B,C, frames, E,F and G. The company maintains closing stock of products and parts at
90% of the opening stocks.
The workers work for 8 hours a day for 25 days in a month.
The share of fixed overheads per month comes to `15,75,000; `5,80,000; and `8,45,000 for production,
administration and selling and distribution respectively.
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The yearly profit as projected up to October,1996 is `120 lakhs.
You are required to present the following for November, 1995:
(a) Sales budget in quantity as well as in value for A, B and C.
(b) Production budget.
(c) Parts usage budget.
(d) Purchase budget in quantity as well as in value.
(e) Manpower budget showing labour hours and wages payable for both types of workers.
[Ans.: (a) Sales value product A (2500 × `450), Product B (5000 × `550) & Product C (10000 × 650); (b)
Production budget (in units) Product A, B & C – 2450, 4900 & 9700 respectively; (c) Parts usage budget
(parts of total material required) Frame-17050, E-92500, F-170500, G-88000; (d) Purchase budget (in qty as
well as value) Frame-(16900 × `45), E-(92400 × `15), F-(168500 × `15), G-(87000 × `5); (e) Wages payable to
skilled worker `(63400 × `6) and unskilled worker (107200 × `5)]
Question 21: A large business consultancy firm is organized in to several divisions. One of the divisions
is the Information Technology (IT) division which provides consultancy services to its clients as well as to
the other divisions of the firm. The consultants in the IT division always works in a team of three
professional consultants on each day consulting assignment. The external are to be charged a fee at the
rate of `4500 for each consulting day. The fee represents the cost plus 150% profit mark up. The break up
of the cost involved in the consultancy fee is estimated at 80% as being variable and balance is being
fixed.
The textile division of the consultancy firm which has undertaken a big assignment requires the services
of two teams of IT consultants to work five days in a week for a period of 48 weeks. While the director of
the textile division intends to negotiate the transfer price for the consultancy work, the director of IT
division proposed to charge the textile division at `4500 per consultancy day.
In respect of the consultancy work of the textiles division, IT division will be able to reduce the variable
cost by `200 per consultancy day. This is possible in all cases of internal consultations because of the use
of specialized equipment.
You are required to explain the implication and set transfer prices per consulting day at which the IT
division can provide consultancy services to the textiles division such that the profit of the business
consultancy firm as a whole is maximized in each of the following scenarios:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Every team of the IT division is fully engaged during the 48 week period in providing
consultancy services to external clients and that the IT division has no spare capacity of
consultancy teams to take up the textiles division assignment.
IT division will be able to spare only one team of consultants to provide services to the textile
division during the 48 week period and all other teams are fully engaged in providing services
to external clients.
A new external client has come forward to pay IT division a total fee of `1584000 for engaging
the services of two teams of consultants during the aforesaid period of 48 weeks.
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[Ans.: (i) `4300 for each consulting day; (ii) `4300 for each consulting day for Ist team & `1240 for each
consulting day for IInd team i.e. `2770 (average of 4300 & 1240)(iii) Transfer Price should be `3100 (3300200) per consulting day]
Question 22: P Ltd. has two divisions, S and T, S transfer all its output to T, which finishes the work.
Costs and revenues at various levels of capacity are as follows:
Output

S Costs

Units
600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200

`
600
700
840
1,000
1,200
1,450
1,800

T Net revenues
(i.e. revenue minus
costs incurred in T)
2,950
3,250
3,530
3,780
4,000
4,200
4,350

Profit
`
2,350
2,550
2,690
2,780
2,800
2,750
2,550

Company profits are maximized at `2,800 with output of 1,000 units. If P Ltd. wish to select a transfer
price in order to establish S and T as profit centers, what transfer price would motivate the managers of S
and T together to produce 1,000 units , no more and no less?
P Ltd. wants that the transfer price should be set at `2.10 per unit. Comment on this proposal.
[Ans. Transfer price must be selected in the range `2.00 to `2.20 per unit(exclusive). At a transfer price of
`2.10 any increase in output above 1000 units, or any shortfall in output below this would not only
reduce the profits of the company as a whole but also the divisional profits of Divisions S and T]
Question 23: A Company has two manufacturing divisions X and Y, X has a capacity of 96000 hours per
annum. It manufactures two products. ‘Gear ’and ‘Engines’ as [per the following details.
Gears

Engines

Direct Materials
Variable costs at `64/hour

240
256

34
64

Selling price in the outside market

640

128

Division ‘Y’ produces product ‘Wheels’ as per the following details:
` /unit
Imported components
Direct Materials
Variable cost at ` 40 per hour
Selling price in the outside market

640
96
320
1,160
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The fixed overheads for X and Y are ` 24 lakhs and ` 4 lakhs respectively. With a view to minimizing
dependence on the imported component, the company has explored a possibility of Division Y using
product ‘Gears’ instead of the imported component. This is possible provided Division Y spends 2
machine hours entailing an additional expenditure of ` 64 per component on modification of product
‘Gears’ to fit into ‘wheels’. Production and sales of ‘Wheels’ in Division Y is limited to 5000 units per
annum.
(i)

What will be maximum transfer price per unit that Y will offer ?

(ii) In each of the following independent situations, state with supporting calculations, the minimum
transfer price per unit that X will demand from Y, if 5000 units are required by Y.
Gears
(a) Market Demand is limited to
(b) Market Demand is limited to
(c) Market Demand is limited to

(no. of units)

20000
15000
18000

Engines
20000
10000
24000

(iii) In which of the above situations in (ii) will the Management step in and compel X to sell to Y in the
interest of overall company’s profits?
[Ans.: (i) 576; (ii) (a) `620.8; (b) `496; (c) `616; (iii) Situation (b)]
Question 24: X Ltd. has two divisions, A and B, which manufacture products A and B respectively. A and
B are profit centres with the respective Divisional Managers being given full responsibility and credit for
their performance.
The following figures are presented:

Direct material cost
Material A, if transferred from Division A
Material A, if purchased from outside
Direct labour
Variable production overhead
Variable selling overhead
Selling price in outside market
Selling price to B
Selling price to S Ltd.

Division A
`Per Unit
50
─
─
25
20
13
160
144
─

Division B
`Per Unit
24* *(other than A)
144
160
14
2
26
300
─
250

Other Information:
To make one unit of B, one unit of component A is needed. If transferred from A, B presently takes
product A at `144 per unit, with A not incurring variable selling overheads on units transferred to B.
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Product A is available in the outside market at `160 per unit from competitors.
B can sell its product B in the external market at `300 per unit, whereas, if it supplied to X Ltd.’s
subsidiary, S Ltd., it supplies at `250 per unit, and need not incur variable selling overhead on units
transferred to S Ltd. S Ltd. requires 6,000 units and stipulates a condition that either all 6,000 units be
taken from B or none at all.
A (units)
B (units)
Manufacturing capacity
20,000
28,000
Demand in external market
18,000
26,000
S Ltd.’s demand
─
6,000 or zero
Assume that Divisions A and B will have to operate during the year.
What is the best strategy for:
(i) Department A?
(ii) Department B, given that A will use its best strategy?
(iii) For X Ltd. As a whole?
[Ans.:(i) Sell 18000 units in market and 2000 units to B. Total Contribution `1034000 (ii) Get 2,000 units
from A, sell 6,000 units to S and 20,000 to outside. Make 28,000 units @ full capacity. Total Contribution
`19,60,000 (iii) Make A transfer all output to B. Sell 6,000 units of B to S and 22,000 units to outside
market. This will make X Ltd. better off by 32,28,000 – 29,94,000 = ` 2,34,000]
Question 25: M Ltd. makes two products, X and Y, in their respective divisions. Each unit of Y needs one
unit of X. Divisions X and Y are profit centres and can function according to their divisional interests.
In the external domestic market, X can sell either 6000 units at `1,000 per unit or 5000 units at `1,120 per
unit.
X has a production capacity of 7000 units, with each unit requiring 2 hours. Y also has a production and
demand of 7000 units.
Y can buy product X from outside as follows:
Order Quantity
(Units)
6001-7000
4001-6000
2001-4000
0-2000

Price for the entire order
(`/u)
900
920
1,000
1,120

Y resorts to bulk purchase to avail maximum possible discount.
(i) There is an export order (that may either be fully accepted or fully rejected) for X to supply 800 units @
`900 per unit.
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(ii) There is an offer to hire out X's capacity of 1600 hours at `130 per hour. The hiring offer may either be
fully accepted or fully rejected.
(iii) Y will not buy from X at any price more than it will incur in the outside market. Y does not place
restrictions on quantities to be supplied by X, provided its pricing condition is not violated.
Given that any one or more of the offers may be accepted, what will be X's best strategy?
What will be the corresponding transfer price?
[A detailed cost statement is not essential. Only figures relevant for decision making are required to be
considered under each analysis.]
[Ans.: Best strategy for X is to sell externally 5000 units @ `1120 p.u. & transfer 2000 units to Y at max.
T.P. of `850 p.u.]
Question 26: B Ltd. is a company that has, in stock materials of type XY that cost `75,000, but that are
now obsolete and have a scrap value of only `21,000. Other than selling the material for scrap, there are
only two alternative uses for them.
Alternative I: Converting the obsolete materials into a specialized product, which would require the
following additional work and materials:
Material A
600 units
Material B
1,000 units
Direct Labour
5,000 hours unskilled
5,000 hours semi-skilled
5,000 hours highly skilled
Extra selling and delivery expenses
`27,000
Extra advertising
`18,000
The conversion would produce 900 units of saleable product and these could be sold for `300 per unit.
Material A is already in stock and is widely used within the firm. Although present stocks, together with
orders already planned, will be sufficient to facilitate normal activity and extra material used by adopting
this alterative will necessitate such materials being replaced immediately. Material B is also in stock, but
it is unlikely that any additional supplies can be obtained for some considerable time, because of an
industrial dispute. At the present time Material B is normally used in the production of Product Z, which
sells at `390 per unit and incurs total variable cost (excluding Material B) of `210 per unit. Each unit of
Product Z uses 4 units of Material B. The details of Material A and B are as follows:
(`)
Material A
Material B
Acquisition cost at the time of purchase
100 per unit
`10 per unit
Net realizable value
85 per unit
`18 per unit
Replacement cost
90 per unit
-
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Alternative II: Adopting the obsolete materials for use as a substitute for a sub-assembly that is regularly
used within the firm. Details of the extra work and materials required are as follows:
Material C
1,000 units
Direct Labour:
4,000 hours unskilled
1,000 hours semi-skilled
4,000 hours highly skilled
1,200 units of the sub-assembly are regular used per quarter at a cost of `900 per unit. The adaptation of
material XY would reduce the quantity of the sub-assembly purchased from outside the firm to 900 units
for the next quarter only. However, since the volume purchased would be reduced, some discount would
be lost and the price of those purchased from outside would increase to `1,050 per unit for that quarter.
Material C is not available externally though 1,000 units required would be available from stocks; it
would be produced as extra production. The standard cost per unit of Material C would be as follows:
(`)
Direct labour :
6 hours unskilled labour
18
Raw materials
13
Variable overhead :
6 hours at `1
6
18
Fixed overheads :
6 hours at `3
55
The wages rate and overheads recovery rates for B Ltd. are:
Variable overhead
`1 per direct labour hour
Fixed overheads
`3 per direct labour hour
Unskilled labour
`3 per direct labour hour
Semi-skilled labour
`4 per direct labour hour
Highly skilled labour
`5 per direct labour hour
The unskilled labour is employed on a casual basis and sufficient labour can be acquired to exactly meet
the production requirements. Semi-skilled labour is part of the permanent labour force, but the company
has temporary excess supply of this type of labour at the present time. Highly skilled labour is in short
supply and cannot be increased significantly in the short-term, this labour is presently engaged in
meeting the demand for product L, which requires 4 hours of highly skilled labour. The contribution
from the sale of one unit of product L is `24.
Given the above information, you are required to present cost information advising whether the stock of
Material XY should be sold, converted into a specialized product (Alternative I) or adopt for use as a
substitute for a sub-assembly (Alternative II).
[Ans.: Net relevant revenue of Alternative I is `20000 and Alternative II is `12000]
Question 27: New Ltd. Plans to completely manufacture a single product Z., whose selling price and
variable manufacturing costs will be `100 per unit and `80 per unit respectively. If the complete
production is done at its own factory, fixed machining costs will be `3,62,000 and fixed administration
and selling overheads will be `30,000 for the production period.
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Alternatively, the product can be finished outside by sub contracting the machining operations at ` 10 per
unit, but this will entail an increase in the fixed administration overheads by `1,20,000 while fully
avoiding the machining cost of `3,62,000
Based on the above figures and assuming a production capacity of 30,000 units for the production period,
advise with relevant supporting figures, from a financial perspective, for what volumes of market
demand will:
(i) a manufacture be recommended at all ?
(ii) a fully in-house production be recommended?
(iii) the sub contracting option be recommended ?
[Ans.:(i) above 15000; (ii) 24201 to 30000; (iii) 15000 to 24200]
Question 28: Pigments Ltd. is a chemical factory producing joint product s J, K and L at a joint cost of
production of ` 9, 60,000. The sales are:
J
60,000 units at `5 per unit,
K
20,000 units at ` 20 per unit and
L
40,000 units at ` 10 per unit
The company seeks you advice regarding the following options available:
Option I: After the joint process, all of L can be further processed to make 36,000 units of
M, at an additional processing cost of ` 1,80,000 and M can be sold at ` 18 per unit.
Option II: the facilities used to convert L to M may be used to make 7000 units of an additional product
A, with a different raw material input. A can be made at an additional variable manufacturing cost of `
12 per unit and will fetch ` 30 as the selling price, but the company will have to offer one unit of J as a
free gift for each unit of A sold.
Evaluate the proposals using the incremental cost approach.
[Ans.: Option II]
Question 29: GG Ltd manufactures and sells equipment called water purifier. The cost data for each
batch of ten number of water purifier is as follows:
Components
Machine Hours
Labour Hours

A
20
-

`
Variable Costs
64
Fixed Cost as Apportioned
36
Assembly cost (all variable) ` 50 per batch.
Selling price ` 800 per batch

B
28
-

C
24
-

D
4

E
2

`
108
52

`
116
64

`
24
26

`
8
22
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Maximum available machine capacity for making components A, B and C is 10800 hours and it con not
be increased further. Labour is available for making components D and E and for assembling the
product.
Estimated increase in demand next year is 50% and fixed cost in general may increase by ` 10000.
In order to release production capacity to meet increased market demand, the company decides to
purchase one of the machine made components.
Quote ltd is the only supplier of component A, B, and C. because of incomplete records; it is unable to
quote single figure prices. Its quotation is as follows:
Component

A
B
C

PessimIstic view
`
120
200
160

Probaility
`
0.25
0.25
0.25

most likly view
`
110
130
140

Probability
`
0.5
0.5
0.5

Optimistic view
`
80
140
120

Probability
`
0.25
0.25
0.25

It is agreed between the companies that the price of each of the components will be determined on an
overall basis based on information found in the quotation.
You are required to:
(i)

Indicate, in the context of the key factor, the maximum number of batches that could be
produced, if each of the three alternative namely buying A B or C is considered

(ii)

Analyse the financial implication of purchase and advise which components is to be bought
keeping in view the fact that production capacity will be limited to a 50% increase.

(iii)

Prepare a profit statement for the period assuming that the component chosen by you is bought
out and extra production is made and sold.

[Ans.:

Purchased from outside
A
B
C

(i) No. of batches produced internally
(in batches)
207.69 245.45
225
(ii) Component C should be purchased from outside as it gives maximum contribution of `91,350
(iii) Profit on manufacturing of 225 batches `51,350]
Question 30: Stirling Industries Ltd., manufactures a product ‘Z’ by making and assembling three
components A, B and C. The components are made in a machine shop using three identical machines
each of which can make any of the three components. However, the total capacity of the three machines is
only 12,000 machine-hours per month and is just sufficient to meet the current demand. Labour for
assembling is available according to requirements. Further details are given below:
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Components

Machine-house
required per unit

Variable cost per
unit

A
B
C
Assembling

4
5
6
-

`48
60
80
30 (per unit of z)

Market price at
which the
component can be
purchased if
required
`64
75
110
-

Fixed costs per month amount to `50,000. Product ‘Z’ is sold at `300 per unit.
From next month onwards. The company expects the demand for ‘Z’ to rise by 25%, provided full
additional demand is met. As the machine capacity is limited, the company wants to meet the increase in
demand by buying such numbers of A, B or C which is most profitable.
You are asked to find out the following:
(a) Current demand and profit made by the company.
(b) Which component and how many units of the same should be bought from the market to meet the
increase in demand?
(c) Profit made by the company if suggestion in (b) is accepted.
ICWA-Dec./98[Adapted]
[Ans.: Profit-`15600 (b) Balance 600 units of B should be purchased from market (c) `23000]
Question 31: Lee Electronics manufacture four types of electronic products, A, B, C, D. All these products
have a good demand in the market. The following figures are given to you:

Material cost (`/u)
Machining Cost (`/u)
(@ `8 per hour)
Other variable costs (`/u)
Selling Price (`/u)
Market Demand (Units)

A
64

B
72

C
45

D
56

48
32
162
52,000

32
36
156
48,500

64
44
173
26,500

24
20
118
30,000

Fixed overheads at different levels of operation are:
Level of operation
(In production hours)

Total Fixed
Cost (`)

Upto 1,50,000
1,50,001-3,00,000
3,00,001-4,50,000
4,50,001-6,00,000

10,00,000
10,50,000
11,00,000
11,50,000
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At present, the available production capacity in the company is 4,98,000 machine hours. This capacity is
not enough to meet the entire market demand and hence the production manager wants to increase the
capacity. The company wants to retain the customers by meeting their demands through alternative
ways. One alternative is to sub-contract a part of its production. The sub-contract offer received is as
under:
A
B
C
D
Sub-contract Price (`/u)
146
126
155
108
The company seeks your advice in terms of products and quantities to be produced and/or subcontracted, so as to achieve the maximum possible profit. You are required to also compute the profit
expected from your suggestion.
[Ans.: Make : A – 35000 units; D – 30000 units; Subcontract: A – 17000; B – 48500 units; C – 26500 units;
Total Profit `2324000; Alternatively, Make : A – 10000 units; D – 30000 units; Subcontract: A – 42000; B –
48500 units; C – 26500 units; Total Profit `2324000, but 1st alternative is preferable]
Question 32: A company manufactures two products EXE and WYE, which pass through
two of its departments exclusively used for them. A market research study conducted by the company
reveals that the company can sale either 38,500 units of EXE or 31,500 units of WYE in a year. The
manufacturing cost and selling price details are as under:
EXE
WYE
Selling price per unit
Costs:
Department 1: Direct materials
Direct labour

5 hours

Department 2: Direct materials
Direct labour

21
7.5 hours 90

Overheads:

Department 1

Variable overhead rate per DLH
Fixed overheads
Budgeted direct labour hours

375

540

58
50

7.5 hours

100
75

10 hours

26
120

`2.40
`5, 00,000
1,75,000

Department 2
`3.60
`10, 00,000
2,80,000

Since the quantity which can be sold exceeded the production capacity, the company has been
considering the use of sub-contracting production facilities. Accordingly, when tenders were floated,
two contractors responded as under:
Contractor DS offers to produce up to a maximum of 17,500 units of EXE or 14,000 units of WYE
in a year for the type of work done by department 1 of the company. The price charged by DS is `138 per
unit of EXE and `212 per unit of WYE. These prices included the cost of direct materials used in
department 1 of the company.
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Contractor DW can produce up to a maximum of 11,200 units of EXE and 7,000 units of WYE in a year for
the type of work done by department 2 of the company. The price charged by DW is `150 per unit of EXE
and ` 192 per unit of WYE. These prices included the cost of direct materials used in department 2 of the
company.
Required:
(1) If the company does not wish to use the sub-contracting facility, which of the two product
and in what quantity should be produced and sold by the company by using its own
manufacturing capacity to earn maximum profit? Calculate the resultant maximum profit.
(2) If the company wishes to produce either 38,500 units of EXE or 31,500 units of WYE by using subcontracting facility, state which of the two products should be produced to maximise the profits.
Calculate the resultant maximum profit.
[Ans.: (i) EXE should be produced internally as the resultant profit earned (`25,95,000) is maximum; (ii)
WYE should be produced as it yield `35,07,328 as profit]
Question 33: A company manufactures two products P and Q. Both the products pass through the
company’s two departments, A and B. The market demand for a month is 2500 units of P and 2000 units
of Q. The company has normal capacity of 600 hours in department A and 520 hours in department B per
month. Overtime is acceptable upto 50% of normal hours in each department.
The details relating to the product are as under:
Product
P
Q
` 10
5
`18000
6400

Direct material cost per unit
Fixed overheads per month

A
Direct labour time per unit (minutes)
Product:
Direct wage rate per hour
Normal time
Overtime

P
Q
`
`

Department
B

6
18

12
12

10
15

12
18

In the event of the company not being able to fulfill the demand for want of capacity, the balance
quantity of the product can be sold by buying from a sub-contractor, who was agreed to supply product
P at ` 18 and product Q at ` 12 per unit.
Required:
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(i)

Calculate the quantity of each product to be manufactured and/ or to be sub- contracted in a most
economical way to fulfilling the market demand.
(ii) Present a statement showing the total cost involved in your solution in (i) above.

[Ans.: Total Cost is `81314]
Question 34: A company manufactures two products. Each product passes through two departments A
and B before it becomes a finished product. The data for the year are as under:
Products
(i) Maximum Sales Potential (in units)

X

Y

7,400

10,000

0.50
0.40

0.30
0.45

(ii) Product unit data: S.P. p.u
Machine hours p.u.
Department A hours @ ` 40/hr
Department B hours @ ` 60/hr.

(iii) Maximum capacity of Department A is 3,400 hours and Department B is 3,640 hours.
(iv) Maximum quantity of direct materials available is 17,000 kgs. Each product
requires 2 kg. of direct materials. The purchase price of direct materials is `5/kg.
(a)
You are required to find optimum product mix.
(b)
In view of the aforesaid production capacity constraints, the company has decided to produce
only one of the two products during the year. Which of the two products should be produced and
sold in the year to maximize profit? State the number of units of that product and relevant
contribution.
[Ans.: (a) Product X- 4500 units & Product Y – 4500 units; (b) Product Y – 8088 units with contribution of
`250728]
Question 35: C Ltd. an Indian company, has entered into an agreement of strategic alliance with Z
Inc. of United States of America for the manufacture of personal computers in India. Broadly, the
terms of agreement are:
i.

Z will provide C with kits in a dismantled condition. These will be used in the manufacture of
the personal computer in India. On a value basis, the supply, in terms of the FOB price will be
50% thereof.

ii. C will procure the balance of materials in India.
iii. Z will provide to C with designs and drawings in regard to the materials and supplies to be
procured in India. For this, C will pay Z a technology fee of `3 crores.
iv. Z will also be entitled total royalty at 10% of the selling price of the computers fixed for sales
in India as reduced by the cost of standard items procured in India and also the cost of
imported kits from Z.
v. C will furnish to Z detailed quarterly returns.
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Other information available:
i.

FOB price agreed $510.
Exchange rate to be adopted $1 = `47.059
[Note: In making calculations, the final sum may be rounded to the next rupees)

ii. Insurance and freight – `500 per imported kit;
iii. Customs duty leviable is 150% of the CIF prices; but as a concession, the actual rate leviable
has been fixed at 30% of CIF.
iv. The technology agreement expires with the production of 2,00,000 computers;
v. The quoted price on kits includes a 20% margin of profits on cost to Z.
vi. The estimated cost of materials and supplies to be obtained in India will be 140% of the cost of
supplies made by Z.
vii. 48% of the value in rupees of the locally procured goods represent cost of the standard items.
viii. Cost of assembly and other overheads in India will be `2,000 per personal computer.
Required: Calculate the selling price, of a personal computer in India bearing in mind that C has targeted
a profit of 20% to itself on the selling price
[Ans.: Selling Price per computer `43000]
Question 36: A paint manufacturing company manufacture 2,00,000 per annum medium–sized tins
of “Spray Lac Paints” when working at normal capacity. It incurs the following costs of
manufacturing per unit:
(`)
Direct Material
7.80
Direct Labour
2.10
Variable overheads
2.50
Fixed overheads
4.00
Product Cost per
16.40
unit
The selling price is `21 per tin and variable selling and administrative expenses is 60 paise per tin.
During the next quarter only 10,000 units can be produced and sold. Management plans to shut down the
plant estimating that the fixed manufacturing cost can be reduced to `74,000 for the quarter. When the
plant is operating, the fixed overheads are incurred at a uniform rate throughout the year. Additional
costs of plant shutdown for the quarter are estimated at `14,000.
(a)
Express your opinion, as to whether the plant should be shut down during the quarter, and
(b)
Calculate the shut down point for the quarter in terms of number of tins.
[Ans.: 14000 tin]
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Question 37: X Ltd. has two factories, one at Lucknow and another at Pune producing 7,200 tonnes and
10,800 tonnes of a product against the maximum production capacity of 9,000 and 11,880 tonnes
respectively at Lucknow and Pune.
10% of the raw material introduced is lost in the production process. The maximum quantity of raw
material, available locally is 6,000 and 13,000 tonnes at `720 and `729 per tonne at Lucknow and Pune
respectively. For the additional needs a supplier of Bhopal is ready to supply raw material at our factory
site at `792 per tonne.
Other variable costs of the production process are `22.32 lacks and `32.94 lacs and fixed costs are `18 lacs
and `24.84 lacs respectively for Lucknow and Pune factory.
The output is sold at a selling price of `1,450 and `1,460 per tonne by Lucknow and Pune factory
respectively.
You are required to compute the cost per tonne and net profit earned in respect of each factory.
Can you suggest any other alternative production plan for both the factories without any change in
present total output of 18,000 tonnes whereby the company may earn optimum profit?
[Ans.: Cost per tonne – Lucknow – `1380; Pune `1345; Net Profit - Lucknow `5.04 lakhs & Pune `12.42
Lakhs; Alternative production plan – Lucknow 6120 tonnes & Pune11880 tonnes.]

Question 38: Inorganic Chemicals purchase salt and processes it into more refined product such
as caustic soda, chlorine and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). For the month of October, 1998, the firm
purchased salt for ` 80000, conversion cost incurred were ` 120000 upto the split-off point, at
which time two salable products were produced: Caustic soda and chlorine. Chlorine could be
further processed into PVC. Production and other relevant information for the month of
October,1998 are as follows:

Caustic soda
Chlorine
PVC

Production
2400 tons
1600 tons
1000 tons

Sales
Sale price per ton
2400 tons
` 100
1000 tons
` 400

The full production of chlorine was further processed at an incremental cast of ` 40000 to yield
1000 tons of PVC. There were no by-products or scrap from this further processing of chlorine.
The organization did not have any opening or closing stocks of any of the above commodities for
October, 1998.
There is a very active market for chlorine. The firm could have sold its entire production for
October, 1998 at ` 150 per ton.
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You are required to calculate:
(i)

How the joint cost of ` 200000 would be allocated between caustic soda and chlorine under
each of the methods, viz., (a)sales value at split-off: (b) physical measure (tons): and (c)
estimate net realizable value?
(ii) The gross margin percentage of (a) caustic soda and (b) PVC under the three methods
given in (i) above.
(iii) Daily Swimming pool ltd. offers to purchase 1600 tons of chlorine in November,1998 at 150
per ton. This would mean that no PVC would be produced that month. Will the acceptance
of the offer affect the operating income for November, 1998?
[Ans.:
Caustic Soda Chlorine
(i)
(a) Sale value at split off 240000
240000
(b) Sales in tons
2400
1600
(ii)
Sale Value at split off Physical Measure(tons) Estimated net realizable value(`)
(a)Caustic Soda
58.33%
50%
66.67%
(b) PVC
65%
70%
60%
(iii) Incremental operating income (`120000)]
Question 39: A company makes a single product which sells at ` 800 per unit and whose variable cost of
production is ` 500 per unit. Production and sales are 1000 units per months. Production is running to full
capacity and there is market enough to absorb an additional 20% of output each month.
The company has two options:
Option-I
Inspect finished goods at ` 10,000 per month. 4% of production is detected as defectives and scrapped at
no value. There will be no warranty replacement, since every defect is detected. A small spare part which
wears out due to defective material is required to be replaced at ` 2,000 per spare for every 20 units of
scrap generated. This repair cost is not included in the manufacturing cost mentioned above.
Option-II
Shift the finished goods inspection at no extra cost, to raw material inspection, (since defective raw
materials are entitled to free replacement by the supplier), take up machine set-up tuning and machine
inspection at an additional cost of ` 8,000 per month, so that scrap of finished goods is completely
eliminated. However, delivery of uninspected finished products may result in 1 % of the quantity sold to
be replaced under free warranty due to minor variation in dimensions, which does not result in the
wearing out of the spare as stated in Option-I
(i) Using monthly figures relevant for decision making, advise which option is more beneficial to the
company from a financial perspective.
(ii) Identify the quality costs that can be classified as
(a) appraisal costs and
(b) external failure costs.
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[Ans.: (i) Profit as per Option I `254000 & as per Option II `284072; (ii) Appraisal Cost : Inspection Cost &
Machine Setup Cost; External Failure: Warranty Replacement]
Question 40: X Video Company sells package of blank video tapes to its customer. It purchases video
tapes from Y Tape Company @ `140 a packet. Y Tape Company pays all freight to X Video Company. No
incoming inspection is necessary because Y Tape Company has a superb reputation for delivery of
quality merchandise. Annual demand of X Video Company is 13,000 packages. X Video Co. requires 15%
annual return on investment. The purchase order lead time is two weeks. The purchase order is passed
through Internet and it costs `2 per order. The relevant insurance, material handling etc ` 3.10 per
package per year. X Video Company has to decide whether or not to shift to JIT purchasing. Y Tape
Company agrees to deliver 100 packages of video tapes 130 times per year (5 times every two weeks)
instead of existing delivery system of 1,000 packages 13 times a year with additional amount of `0.02 per
package. X Video Co. incurs no stock out under its current purchasing policy. It is estimated X Video Co.
incurs stock out cost on 50 video tape packages under a JIT purchasing policy. In the event of a stock out,
X Video Co. has to rush order tape packages which costs `4 per package. Comment whether X Video
Company should implement JIT purchasing system.
Z Co. also supplies video tapes. It agrees to supply @ `13.60 per package under JIT delivery system. If
video tape purchased from Z Co., relevant carrying cost would be `3 per package against `3.10 in case of
purchasing from Y Tape Co. However Z Co. doesn’t enjoy so sterling a reputation for quality. X Video
Co. anticipates following negative aspects of purchasing tapes from Z Co.
- To incur additional inspection cost of 5 paisa per package.
- Average stock out of 360 tapes packages per year would occur, largely resulting from late deliveries. Z
Co. cannot rush order at short notice. X Video Co. anticipates lost contribution margin per package of `8
from stock out.
- Customer would likely return 2% of all packages due to poor quality of the tape and to handle this
return an additional cost of `25 per package.
- Comment whether X Video Co places order to Z Co.
[Ans.: (i)

Particulars
Total relevant cost

Current Policy
`
18,32,076

JIT
`
18,21,925.15 ]

Question 41: Let us assume that you have inherited `1,00,000 from your father-in-law that can be

invested in a combination of only two stock portfolio, with the maximum investment allowed in
either portfolio set at `75,000. The first portfolio has an average rate of return of 10%, whereas
the second has 20%. In terms of risk factors associated with these portfolios, the first has a risk
rating of 4 (on a scale from 0 to 10), and the second has 9. Since you wish to maximize your
return, you will not accept an average rate of return below 12% or a risk factor above 6. Hence,
you then face the important question. How much should you invest in each portfolio?
Formulate this as a linear programming problem and solve it by Graphic Method.
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[Ans.: Co. should invest `60000 in first portfolio and `40000 in second portfolio to achieve the
maximum average rate of return of `14000]
Question 42: The following is a linear programming problem. You are required to set up the initial
simplex tableau. (Please do not attempt further iterations or solution) :
Maximise
100x1 + 80x2
Subject to
3x1 + 5x2 ≤ 150
x2 ≤ 20
8x1 + 5x2 ≤ 300
x1 + x2 ≥ 25
x1, x2 ≥ 0
[Ans.:
Qty\Cj
100
80
0
0
0
0
-M
Cj
Variable
x1
x2
s1
s2
s3
s4
A1
0
s1
150
3
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
s2
20
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
s3
300
8
5
0
0
1
0
0
-M
A1
25
1
1
0
0
0
-1
1]
Question 43: A company produces two products, x1 and x2 with respective unit contributions of `8 and
`6. Each product passes through machining operations in two machining centres, MI and MII, whose
capacities are limited to 60 and 48 hours respectively with corresponding slack variables s1 and s2.
The following table gives the values for a method for an interaction under the simplex maximizing the
contribution:

Basic Variables
x1
x2

x1

x2

s1

s2

1
0

0
1

1/3
-1/6

-1/6
1/3

(MI constraint)
(MII constraint)

You are required to:
(i) Evaluate if this iteration represents the optimal solution.
(ii) Find out what will be the optimal contribution.
[Ans.: (i) Yes (ii) Optimal contribution will be `132 (60×5/3 + 48×⅔)]
Question 44: The simplex tableau for a maximisation problem of linear programming is given below:
Product mix.(xi)
x2
s2
Cj

x1
1
1
4

x2
1
0
5

s1
1
-1
0

s2
0
1
0

Quantity (bi)
10
3
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5
5

0
0

50

Answer the following questions, giving reasons in brief:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

Is the above solution optimal?
Are there more than one optimal solution?
Is this solution degenerate?
Is this solution feasible?
If s1 is slack in machine A (in hours/week) and s2 is slack in machine B (in hours/ week), which of
these machines is being used to the full capacity when producing according to this solution?
A customer would like to have one unit of product x1 and is willing to pay in excess of the normal
price in order to get it. How much should the price be increased in order to ensure no reduction of
profit?
Machine A (associated with slack s1, in hours/week) has to be shut down for repairs for 2 hours
next week. What will be the effect on profits?
How many units of the two-product x1 and x2 are being produced according to this solution and
what is the total profit?

[Ans.: (i) Yes; (ii) No; (iii) No; (iv) Yes; (v) A; (vi) 1; (vii) Loss of profit by `10; (viii) 0, 10, `50]
Question 45: Transport Ltd. provides tourist vehicles of 3 types- 20-seater vans, 8-seater big cars & 5seater small cars. These seating capacities are excluding the drivers. The company has 4 vehicles of the
20-seater van type, 10 vehicles of the eight-seater big car types 20 vehicles of the 5-seater small car types.
These vehicles have to be used to transport employees of their client company from their residences to
their offices and back. All the residences are in the same housing colony. The offices are at two different
places, one is the Head Office and the other is the Branch. Each vehicle plies only one round trip per day,
if residence to office in the morning and office to residence in the evening. Each day, 180 officials need to
be transported in Route I (from residence to Head Office & back) and 40 officials need to be transported
in Route II (from Residence to Branch office & back). The cost per round trip for each type of vehicle
along each route is given below.
Figs-`/round trip
20-seater vans

8-seater big cars

5-seater small cars

Route IResidence-Head Office & Back

600

400

300

Route IIResidence-Branch Office & Back

500

300

200

You are required to formulate the information as LPP with objective of minimizing the total cost of
hiring vehicles for the client company, subject to the constraints mentioned above.
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Question 46: Find the dual problem for the following:
Minimize
Z = 4x1 − 5x2 + 6x3
Subject to the constraints
3x1 + 2x2 + 4x3 ≥ 9
2x1 + 3x2 + 2x3 ≥ 5
7x1 − 2x2 − 4x3 ≤ 10
6x1 − 3x2 + 4x3 ≥ 4
2x1 + 5x2 − 3x3 = 3
x1, x2, x3 ≥ 0

Terminals

Question 47: A company has four terminals U, V, W, and X. At the start of a particular day 10, 4, 6, and
5 trailers respectively are available at these terminals. During the previous night 13, 10, 6, and 6 trailers
respectively were loaded at plants A, B, C, and D. The company dispatcher has come up with the costs
between the terminals and plants as follows:

U
V
W
X

A
20
40
75
30

Plants
B
36
20
35
35

C
10
45
45
40

D
28
20
50
25

Find the allocation of loaded trailers from plants to terminals in order to minimize transportation cost.
[Ans.:
Terminal
U
U
V
V
W
X

Plant
A
C
B
D
B
D
Transportation Cost

Cost (`)
80
60
60
20
210
125
555]

Question 48: A company has 3 factories F1, F2 and F3, which supply the same product to 5 agencies A1, A2,
A3, A4 and A5. Unit production costs, shipping costs and selling prices differ among the different sources
and destinations and are given below:

Production Cost (`/ unit)
Production Capacity (No. of units)

F1
28
110

F2
35
240
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A1
40
80

A2
48
100

A3
42
75

A4
45
45

A5
41
125

A1
3
6
3

A2
9
10
10

A3
8
6
3

A4
12
2
6

A5
8
5
8

Shipping Costs `/u.
F1
F2
F3
(i)
(ii)

Set up the initial transportation matrix for minimisation.
After doing (i) above, you are given the following additional information:
(a) 40 units must be transported from F2 to A2 as per an earlier agreement made by F2 with A2’s
customer. This quantity is included in the figures given for total production and demand at
these locations.
(b) Not more than 30 units may be sent from F1 to A1, since the transporter’s vehicle lacks space
in this route.

Incorporating conditions (a) and (b) above, obtain the initial solution by Vogel’s Approximation Method.
(Do not attempt to continue for the full and final solution)
After doing the initial solution as in (ii) above, you are informed that the route from F2 to A1 is
blocked by sudden flooding of the roads.
Without actual re-calculation, briefly explain how your solution is likely to be affected.
(iii)

[Ans.: (ii)
From

To

Quantity

F1
A1
30
F1
A2
60
F1
A5
20
F2
A2
40
F2
A4
45
F2
A5
105
F2
Dummy
50
F3
A1
50
F3
A3
75
(iii) Floods will not impact the solution, because the initial solution does not have F2 to A1 as a
possibility. It is not likely to appear in the final solution also, since in the contribution matrix, it is the
worst or in the cost matrix the worst with highest cost. Hence it is like eliminating a prohibited route with
high cost M.]
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Question 49: The following matrix is a minimization problem for transportation cost. The unit
transportation costs are given at the right hand corners of the cells and the Δij values are encircled.
D1

D2

D3

3

4

9

6

4

6

Supply
4

500

7

300

5

200

F1

8

F2

0

F3
Demand

300

5
2
400

2

300

1000

Find the Optimum Solution(s) and the Minimum Cost
[Ans.:
Alternative I

Alternative II

From

To

Quantity

Total Cost
(`)

From

To

Quantity

Total Cost
(`)

F1
F1
F1
F2
F3

D1
D2
D3
D2
D3

300
100
100
300
200

900
400
400
1800
1000
4500

F1
F1
F1
F2
F3

D1
D2
D3
D2
D3

100
100
300
300
200

300
400
1200
1800
800
4500

Question 50: A Manager was asked to assign Tasks to Operators (one Task per Operator only) so as to
minimize the time taken. He was given the Matrix showing the hours taken by the Operators for the
Tasks.
First, he performed the Row Minimum Operation. Secondly, he did the Column Minimum Operation.
Then, he realized that there were 4 Tasks and 5 Operators. At the third step he introduced the Dummy
Row and continued with his fourth step of drawing lines to cover zeros. He drew 2 vertical lines (under
Operator III and IV) and two horizontal lines (aside Task T4 and Dummy Task T5). At Step 5, he
performed the necessary operation with the uncovered element, since the number of lines was less than
the order of the matrix. After this, his matrix appeared as follows:

Tasks

I

Operators
II

III

IV

V

T1

4

2

5

0

0

T2

6

3

3

0

3

T3

4

0

0

0

1

T4

0

0

5

3

0
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0

3

3

0

(i) What was the matrix after step II ? Based on such matrix, ascertain (ii) and (iii) given below.
(ii) What was the most difficult task for operators I, II and V?
(iii) Who was the most efficient operators?
(iv) If you are not told anything about the manager’s errors, which operator would be denied
any task? Why?
(v) Can the manager go ahead with his assignment to correctly arrive at the optional assignment,
or should he start afresh after introducing the dummy task at the beginning?
[Ans.: (i)
Operators
Tasks

I

II

III

IV

V

T1

7

5

5

0

3

T2

9

6

3

0

6

T3

7

3

0

0

4

T4

0

0

2

0

0

(ii) T2 (iii) IV (iv) Since it is a multiple optimal solution, either Operator I or II will not be given any job.
(v) Although it is always better to start afresh, but, the Manager can go ahead with the optimal
assignment as well. Since if he start afresh, by introducing the Dummy Task at the beginning, then Row
Minima & Column Minima Operation will get performed in 1st step itself, resulting into less zeroes in
such case then zeroes given above. Further, we have performed improvement process in question, when
optimality test of min. no. of lines was failing, which has led to arrival of optimal solution even when
dummy was wrongly introduced after column minimization operation.]
Question 51: Imagine yourself to be the Executive Director of a 5-star Hotel which has four banquet
halls that can be used for all functions including weddings. The halls were all about the same size and
the facilities in each hall differed. During a heavy marriage season, 4 parties approached you to reserve
a hall for the marriage to be celebrated on the same day. These marriage parties were told that the first
choice among these 4 halls would cost `10000 for the day. They were also required to indicate the
second, third and fourth preferences and the price that they would be willing to pay. Marriage party A
& D indicated that they won’t be interested in Halls 3 & 4. Other particulars are given in the following
table:

Marriage Party
A
B
C
D

1
10000
8000
7000
10000

Revenue/Hall
Halls
2
3
9000
X
10000
8000
10000
6000
8000
X

4
X
5000
8000
X
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Where X indicates that the party does not want that hall.
Decide on an allocation that will maximize the revenue to your hotel.
[Ans.: Marriage Party
A
B
C
D

Revenue (`)
9000
8000
8000
10000]

Hall 2
Hall 3
Hall 4
Hall 1

Question 52: A city corporation has decided to carry out road repairs on 4 main roads in the city. The
government has agreed to make a special grant of Rs. 50 lacs towards the cost with the condition that the
repairs should be carried out at lowest cost. Five contractors have sent in their bids. Only one road will be
awarded to one contractor. The bids are given below:

Contractors/Road
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

R1
9
7
9
10
10

Cost of Repairs (`Lakhs)
R3
R4
19
15
20
19
21
18
18
19
21
16

R2
14
17
18
12
15

You are informed that C2 should get R1 and C4 should get R2 to minimize costs.
i. What is the minimum cost allocation?
ii. How much is the minimum discount that the eliminated contractor should offer for meriting a
contract?
iii. Independent of ii) above, if the corporation can negotiate to get a uniform discount rate from each
contractor, what is the minimum rate of discount so that the cost is within the grant amount?
[Ans.: (i) C1-R3, C2-R1, C3-Dummy, C4-R2, C5-R4, with a cost of `54Lacs; (ii) `100001 (i.e. amount
greater than `1Lac but minimum (iii) 7.407%]
Question 53: Given is the following information regarding a project:
Activity
Dependence
Duration (days)

A
3

B
4

C
2

D
AB
5

E
B
1

F
B
3

G
FC
6

H
B
4

I
EH
4

J
EH
2

Draw the Network Diagram and identify the Critical Path and Project Duration.
Find the three types of float (viz. Total, Free and Independent) for each activity.
[Ans.: B-H-J-K-L = 16 days]
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Question 54: A company is launching a new product and has made estimates of the time for the various
activities associated with the launch as follows:

Activity
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Predecessor
NONE
NONE
A,B
B
A
C
E,F
D,F
G,H

Optimistic
1
3
1
3
1
2
2
2
10

Times (Days)
Most Likely
3
4
3
3
2
5
3
2
10

Pessimistic
5
5
11
9
3
14
4
2
10

Required :
i)
Draw the network diagram.
ii)
Calculate the expected time and variance of each activity.
iii)
Find out the expected length of critical path and its standard deviation.
iv)
Find the probability than the launching will be completed in 27 days.
v)
Find the duration, which has 95% probability of completion.
.
[Ans.: (iii) Critical Path is B-C-F-G-I with expected project duration of 27 days & standard deviation of
2.646 days; (iv) 50% (v) 31 days approx.]
Question 55: The following table gives data on normal time and cost and crash time and cost for a
project.
(a) Draw the network and identify the critical path.
(b) What is the normal project duration and associated cost?
(c) Find out total float for each activity.
(d) Crash the relevant activities systematically and determine the optimum project time and cost.
Activity

1-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
3-5
4-5
5-6
6-7

Time
(Week)
3
3
7
9
5
0
6
4

Normal

Cost
(`)
300
30
420
720
250
0
320
400

Time
(Week)
2
3
5
7
4
0
4
3

Crash
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780
1000
4220

10
9

900
1200

Indirect costs are `50 per week.
[Ans.: (b) Normal Project Duration is 32 weeks with cost of `5820; (d) Optimum Project Duration is 29
weeks with cost of `5805]
Question 56: The normal time, crash time and crashing cost per day are given for the following network:

Activity
1-2
1-3
2-3
2-4
3-4
4-5

Normal Time
(Days)
18
23
8
10
3
8

Crash Time
(Days)
14
22
5
6
2
6

Crashing Cost
(`/day)
40
20
60
40
80
50

(i) Crash the project duration in steps and arrive at the minimum duration. What will be the critical path
and the cost of crashing?
(ii) If there is an indirect cost of `70 per day, what will be the optimal project duration and the cost of
crashing?
[Ans.: (i) Min. Duration is 30 days & total cost of crashing is `360 (ii) Optimal Duration is 31 days & cost
of crashing is `280]
Question 57: At a small store of readymade garments, there is one clerk at the counter who is to check
bills, receive payments and place the packed garments into fancy bags. The arrival of customer at the
store is random and service time varies from one minute to six minutes, the frequency distribution for
which is given below:
Time between arrivals

Frequency

Service Time

Frequency

1
2

5
20

1
2

1
2

3

35

3

4
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4

25

4

2

5
6

10
5

5
6

1
0

The store starts work at 11 a.m. and closes at 12 noon for lunch and the customers are served on the "first
came first served basis".
Using Monte Carlo simulation technique, find average length of waiting line, average waiting time,
average service time and total time spent by a customer in system.
You are given the following set of random numbers, first twenty for arrivals and last twenty for service :
64
07
30
11

04
08
75
79

02
59
38
61

70
53
24
77

03
01
57
10

60
62
09
16

16
36
12
55

18
27
18
52

36
97
65
59

38
86
25
63

[Ans.: Average length of waiting line is 1.3 customers, Average waiting time is 2.8 mins, Average service
time is 2.7 mins; Time a customer spends in system = 2.8 + 2.7 = 5.5 minutes.]
Question 58: M Ltd. manufactures a special product purely carried out by manual labour. It has a
capacity of 20000 units. It estimates the following cost structure:
Direct Material
Direct Labour (1 hour/unit)
Variable overhead

30 `/unit
20 `/unit
10 `/unit

Fixed overheads at maximum capacity are `150000.
It is estimated that at the current level of efficiency, each unit requires one hour for the first 5000 units.
Subsequently it is possible to achieve 80% learning rate. The market can absorb the first 5000 units at `100
per unit. What should be the minimum selling price acceptable for an order of 15000 units for a
prospective client?
[Ans.: Min. Selling Price is `50.40]
Question 59: PQ Ltd. makes and sells a labour-intensive product. Its labour force has a learning rate of
80%, applicable only to direct labour and not to variable overhead.
The cost per unit of the first product is as follows:
Direct materials
10000
Direct labours
8000 (@`4 per hour)
Variable overheads
2000
Total variable cost
20000
PQ Ltd. has received an order from X Ltd. for 4 units of the product. Another customer, Y Ltd. is also
interested in purchasing 4 units of the product. PQ Ltd. has the capacity to fulfill both the orders. Y Ltd.
presently purchases this product in the market for `17,200 and is willing to pay this price per unit of PQ's
product. But X Ltd. lets PQ choose one of the following options :
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(i) A price of `16,500 per unit for the 4 units it proposes to takes from PQ.
Or
(ii) Supply X Ltd.'s idle labour force to PQ, for only 4 units of production, with PQ having to pay only Re.
1 per labour hour to X Ltd.'s workers. X Ltd.'s workers will be withdrawn after the first 4 units are
produced. In this case, PQ need not use its labour for producing X Ltd.'s requirement. X Ltd. assures PQ
that its labour force also has a learning rate of 80%. In this option, X. Ltd. offers to buy the product from
PQ at only `14,000 per unit.
X and Y shall not know of each other's offer.
If both orders came before any work started, what is the best option that PQ may choose?
Present suitable calculations in favour of your argument.
[Ans.: PQ will earn `2832 extra if it chooses Option (i)]
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